We present the role of heat and electricity storage systems on the rapid rise of renewable energy resources and the steady fall of fossil fuels. The upsurge in renewable resources and slump in fossil fuel consumptions is attributed to sustainable energy systems, energy transition, climate change, and clean energy initiatives. The fast growth of renewables brings new design and operational challenges to transition towards 100% renewable energy goal. Energy storage systems can help ride-through energy transition from hydrocarbon fuels to renewable sources. Nuclear fusion and artificial photosynthesis are the ultimate Holy Grails for permanent clean energy solutions. Plants harvest light and store it in chemical energy to regulate the food supply chain that may be a guideline for an energy transition from fossil fuels to renewables. Heat and electricity storage devices can account for the periodic nature of solar and wind energy sources. Solar thermal systems for water and space heating are also a viable solution for subzero temperature areas. This study presents the transition of world's energy prospect from fossil fuels to renewables and new advances in energy storage systems.
newer, better, and cheaper technologies. 4 The Saudi Oil Minister had said in an article published in NY Times "The Breaking Point" in 2005 that "The Stone Age didn't end for lack of stone, and the oil age will end long before the world runs out of oil." British Empire plundered the planet for food a few centuries ago and now does not even see the fast-food restaurants in every street. Food and energy crises are coded into their genes. 5 Fossil fuel consumption, luxury lifestyles, large population, and lucrative economic developments are the influential drivers for climate change and weather extremes on planet earth. Rambling increase in Greenhouse Gases (GHG) emissions moves the cycle of climate change, which affects all the species. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Humankind needs fresh air, clean water, and nutrient food to survive. Air pollution issue has arisen from the long hauled combustion of fossil fuels, but food and water have remained the central raison d'être behind most ancient wars. [11] [12] [13] [14] As food and water are necessary for continuity of life, clean air is also basic need of humans to survive on planet. Air pollution issues should also have some worldwide agreements similar to Montreal and Kyoto protocols as defined for refrigerants. Selecting natural refrigerants does not contribute to net addition of the greenhouse gases (GHG) in the environment. Solid rise in the emission of CO 2 causes rapid increase in earth's temperature. This can be decreased by reducing CO 2 emissions, increasing carbon capture. [15] [16] [17] The consensus of power, energy, food, and water crises may cause disorder on international river agreements. Hunger-stricken countries fought food wars, yet water wars stem out of social issues despite being a very vital element for life. 18 Food, water, and energy are rungs of social stratification. Z-Gen youth and Y-Gen people were not yet born in the 1950s and 1960s. The X-Gen people know the wheat bread used to be the best nutrition in town, six to seven decades ago. British agricultural revolution increased crop yield with fertilizers and U.S. war on bugs increased productivity with insecticides. 19, 20 Fossil fuels are the natural blessings, which accelerated human prosperity. The steam engine, diesel, and electric tube wells reinforced agricultural revolution during the industrial revolution. Coal, oil, and natural gas helped farmers to reduce hunger on the planet at the expense of air, food, and water pollution. Drugs, materials, and machines were developed for the business, not human welfare. 21 Climate change cults say right and Trump's stance also not very wrong. Everybody realizes air pollution and global warming, but there is no option to switch over. As soon as solar/wind, laser fusion/artificial photosynthesis plants become cheaper, the energy transition will occur in no time. [22] [23] [24] [25] The fossil fuels supply 80% of our 13.7GTOE energy demands. 10 Evolution from fossil fuels to sustainable and renewable energy reserves of 150 PWh needs huge investment and innovative technologies. 7 Earth, sun, and atmosphere are the eventual energy resources. In addition to fossil fuels, earth radiates nearly 45TW geothermal energy. 17 We hate oil, yet fossil fuels power every morsel of bread, meat, fruits, and medicines. Renewable energy is cheaper than fossil fuels, if we factor in social costs. Fossil fuels owners, discoverers, developers, processors, traders, and consumers are all equally responsible for climate change and environmental pollution. However, the divestment movement has hit the echelon on heels where it feels pain. 26 Paris Accord wants to protect zillions of lives and their properties from flash floods, sea rise, violent storms, droughts, and famines. Stakeholders in fossil fuels industries cannot accept the coordinated action for their economic gains. Climate change pundits ask then cut their power and wealth that is not acceptable to oil, gas, and coal giants. Global destabilization policies keep the political and sectarian forces busy, and they have no time to take action against climate change. Combustion of fossil fuels pollutes the air, emit CO 2 and greenhouse gases. No more than 33% of proven fossil fuels reserves can be used before 2050, if the world is to achieve the 2 C target. Limiting the combustion of fossil fuels can keep us away from 20% to 65% adverse effects of global warming by 2100. Buildings are major consumers of energy and greenhouse gases emissions. At the current course of time, such buildings should be designed having zero emissions by on-site renewable resources installed. 27 Concept of net zero energy buildings is also promising in building sector for sustainable energy employment, energy sanctuary, and environment friendly. 28 Thermally driven building systems are very attractive due to their energy savings potential. 29 CO 2 emission and absorption components contain biosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, lithosphere, and fossil fuels. 6 Burning of 565Gt fossil fuels is the safe upper limit for staying below 2 C temperature rise, and fossil fuels companies plan to consume five times more. Annual CO 2 emissions come from fossil fuels and cement (35.92Gt ) whereas from land-use change (3.3Gt ). The half of yearly CO 2 emissions go into the atmosphere, 26% into the land, and 24% absorbed into oceans. In Mona Loa, CO 2 concentration was 413.31 ppm on 11 January 2020. 30 The accumulative concentration of CO 2 , CH 4 , N 2 O, and CFCs greenhouse gas is touching 490 ppm limit. 31 Global divestment reached $6.24 trillion, up from $52 billion in the last four years, and aimed for $10 trillion by 2020. 32 As of 2018, more than 1000 institutes and 58 000 individuals divested $8 trillion from fossil fuels. Divestments are coming from religious organizations 28%), philanthropic foundations (18%), Governments (15%), universities (15%), pension funds (14%), NGOs, profit entities and others (9%) industries. 33 However, David claimed the global investment in renewables was $2.2 trillion against $4.65 trillion in fossil fuels industry, 34 the rest may be divestments.
China is the world's largest renewable energy producer to which India is trying to follow, more in population, and less in renewable energy. 16 Oil companies are scrambling to go for solar/wind energies on an economic basis. Romans practiced to use vegetable oil for lighting the fossil fuels were discovered during the industrial revolution. Chinese used the bamboo piped natural gas street lighting in 500 BC. Trade and industry depend on energy, which is now derived from fossil fuels. Democracy and capitalism need some form of energy to govern. Pharaohs, Romans, Arabs, Europe, and America relied on slave blood power before invention of internal combustion engine and discovery of economic fossil fuels. 35 The plentitude of fossil fuels energy rendered slavery uneconomic. Western countries ended slavery on economic, not human rights and morality basis. 36 Discovery of oil in 1859 ended slavery in America, rise in oil production gave equal voting and working rights to men and women, peak oil led to labor unions, high taxes, and social welfare projects, and oil depletion may reverse the journey. After oil depletion, the coal and natural gas may sustain democracy, but end of hydrocarbon honey may close chapter of capitalistic democracy. 37 Coal is formed by decay of 300 million years old forests in subsurface under moderate pressure and temperature. Modern coal mines used to be dense forests in remote ancient times. Oil is formed by decay of buried small plants and organisms, 500 million years ago, under very high pressures and temperature. Natural gas is produced under even higher temperatures and pressures. Coal accounts for 40% of global power generation. Hydro fracturing contaminates lot of water in shale gas fields. A 300 to 500 million old sub surface forest, now replete with fossil fuels, is spread from Middle East to Russia and America. This hydrocarbon honey park belongs to 80 to 100 richest people. Discovery of this fossil fuels park in last 165 years has proved to be the biggest source of energy, power, and wealth. However, socialist economists believe the decline of capitalism has already started. 38 At rate of $47.62 per barrel the value of 1.7 trillion barrels of proven oil reserves is $81 trillion. Similarly, at rate $52.60 per short ton, the value of 1.1 trillion tons of proven coal reserves is $57.9 trillion. Likewise, at rate of $9.76 per cubic meter the value of world proven natural gas reserves of 195.2 trillion cubic meter is $20.1 trillion. Value of world fossil fuels is $159 trillion today. 39 According to IMF Asia ($30.22 T), America ($23.55 T), Europe ($21.82 T), and rest ($9.25 T), world's $84.84 T economy is 53.35% of global fossil fuels reserves, and World's GDP (PPP) economy is $134.98 trillion that is 84.89% of global fossil fuels value. 40, 41 Many countries have natural gas reserves, but five nations (Russia, Iran, Qatar, and KSA) are at top of the list. One hundred countries pump gas and extract oil, but only 44 produce more than 100 000 barrels per day. Hardly 20 countries produce more than 1million barrels per day and two (Russia and KSA) produce more than 10 million barrels per day. Oil and gas produce 52% of Russian Government revenues, oil makes 92.5% of Saudi Arabian budget (55% of GDP), and 70% of Qatar Government Revenue (85% of GDP). Oil and gas exports are 70% of Russian, 97% of Saudi Arabian, and 85% of Qatar's export incomes. 42 Space and time regulate the energy density related with matter. Energy, water, and food are basic demands of modern civilization. Agricultural revolution increased crops productivity and renewable energy revolution increased energy availability. A few decades experience shows solar energy requires 3.5 to 16.5 acres land for every one MW of power. Chinese Tibetan Plateau PV Plant of 3450 MW capacity requires 298 km 2 area. Water, energy, and food conflicts affect local ecology, creating opposition to future solar/wind projects. Mining and PV plant waste create huge waste that affects local ecosystem. Ghanzou experience shows 190 million tons of mining waste takes 70 years. Mojave Desert solar thermal plants are blamed to harm biodiversity. China developed 52 800 MW solar power in 2017 as utility scale solar power generation dropped 86% in last decade. State run utilities lease land for 28 years that is its estimated life. PV plants do not require water but solar thermal power plants need lot of water. Noor solar thermal plant in Morocco, worth $9 billion, consumes 6 million cubic feet water annually. 43 In order to achieve exponential rise in energy demand caused by limited resources of fossil fuels, world is tending to explore alternative renewable energy sources. 44 for onshore wind is 2.90 times more than offshore wind parks. Global generation of solar and wind powers are 600 and 597 GW in 2019. These generation costs are likely to prevail to 2050 [EIA 2019]. Renewable energy is used for cooling/heating (51%), transport (32%), and power generation (17%). Global renewable power generation is targeted to reach to 2351GW in 2019 out of which 1172GW would be hydroelectricity. It is to point out the global renewable power is yet 33% of total 7053 GW power generation capacity the rest 3530GW is generated from fossil fuels. 45 Photosynthesis converts 100-TW solar energy yearly into biomass at average 0.1% conversion efficacy, which is estimated six times greater than worldwide annual energy need. 12 
| ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
Energy storage means capture of energy produced at one time in one form for use at a later time in another form. Chemical energy storage device is called accumulator. Energy occurs in multiple phases and forms naturally that needs to be converted into another form wherein it can be stored more easily. Most common forms of energy storage devices are dams and batteries. Living organisms store energy in the form of glycogen and starch. Camels have large water storage capacity to survive in unfathomable deserts. Intermittent renewable energy sources like solar, wind, and water require energy storage system to store extra energy during high availability and low demand, and release energy during low availability and high demand periods. Energy storage systems are also essential to regulate fluctuating wind and solar energies. 46 Coastal winds pause during heat waves in Karachi, and solar output starts fluctuating during running cloud patches in sky. Water flow in streams depends on rains in mountains. Chemical and mechanical energy storage devices are integral part of renewable energy systems. Electrical energy storage systems may consist of long-life batteries, supercapacitors, superconducting magnetic energy storage systems (SMES), and plug in electric vehicles (PEV). Energy storage using batteries is the most significant and effective method to stabilize electricity networks. 47 Energy storage and transportation are vital elements for the stability of energy to the consumers. Generation of electrical power is shifting vividly round the globe because of Greenhouse gases (GHG) produced by fossil fuels. 9 Hydrogen being renewable and clean source of energy, photocatalytic H 2 production with water splitting assisted by abundantly available cocatalysts is also a development in renewable field. 48 Mechanical energy storage systems may consist of pumped hydro storage, hydrogen storage, compressed air storage, and flywheel and so forth. Response time of chemical energy storage systems is faster than mechanical energy storage systems. Choice of electrical energy storage systems depends upon deep charging and depth of discharge rates. There is a large variety of DC batteries, which have to be chosen for specific applications. Hydrogen storage as engine fuel is slow due to long start up times. Flow type batteries are preferred for grid storage systems involving renewable energy resources. 49, 50 Common lead-acid, nickel cadmium, nickel hydride, sodium sulfur, and lithium ion batteries have faster charge and discharge characteristics than engines and turbines. Flow type batteries can store charges in external reservoirs to increase capacity. All types of battery energy storage systems have life issue as all of them degrade and die over time. Combined heat and power systems have higher coefficient of performance than alone electric or thermal systems. Electricity is mainly used for heating, cooling, lighting, and driving motors. Heat storage systems can effectively enhance power utilization efficiency. Solar collectors can directly heat water and hot waters of plants may also be stored. Solids and gases may be used to store heat energy yet water is often preferred due to its high-specific heat capacity (290 MJ/m 3 at 70 C). Latent heat thermal energy storage systems work with materials with high latent heat capacity. Thermal energy storage systems (TES) use solid and liquid phase change materials (PCM). Steam heat accumulator uses water due to its high specific heat capacity. Sensible heat storage takes advantage of sensible heat in a material to store the energy. Seasonal heat/cold energy storage systems allow to accumulate summer heat or winter chill to release in winter or summer. Conversion of night time dark chill using thermoelectric generators works equally well like solar cells. 51 Steam storage in solar thermal and biomass plants increases generation efficiency. 52, 53 A comparative study of sensible heat storage and latent heat storage systems, in terms of temperature pinch point, shows that temperature and exergy efficiency in latent heat storage system is more than sensible heat storage system. 54 Hydroelectric dams, pumped hydro systems, compressed air energy storage, air liquefaction systems (70%), pumped water, rail cars, electric vehicles, and molten state metal (liquid meal) and flow batteries (90%) can be used as bulk grid scale energy storage systems. Hydrogen is produced, then compressed or liquefied, cryogenically stored at −252.882 C, and then converted back to electrical energy or heat. Power to X (P2X) is defined as energy conversion, storage, and reconversion technologies, which are capable of storing surplus power during high sun, wind, wave, or water periods when supply exceeds consumer demand. The AC-to-AC conversion efficiency of hydrogen-based storage system has been found to be 20% to 45%. Power to gas (P2G) is a new technology that can convert electricity to a gas phase fuel. Similarly, power to ammonia (P2A) concept may offer a carbon-free grid scale energy storage pathway, just like natural gas, where the stored ammonia may be used as a thermal fuel for transportation and electricity generation by fuel cell. A virtual power plant (VPP) is a cloud-based distributed power source that enhances heterogeneous distributed energy resources (DER) capacities. Virtual power plants (VPP) in some of the advance countries like United States. According Pike Research Report, "VPP capacity is likely to rise by 65%, from existing 55.6 to 91.7 GW worldwide during 2011 to 2017." Battery technology has a long history even older than power system. First lead acid battery was invented in 1859, first nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) battery 120 years later in 1980s and first lithium ion battery in 1990s. Charge and discharge rates determine battery performance at cost of its life. A battery may be used for 420 charge/discharge cycles at 1C rate, 150 cycles at 2C, and 50 cycles at 3C rates. Batteries can be charged at 10C rate in 10 minutes which at 1C charge rate take several hours. Battery life is inversely proportional to battery charge/discharge rates. According to Battery University, Lithium ion batteries have several types such as Lithium Cobalt (LCO), Lithium Manganese Oxide (LMO), Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NML), Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP), Lithium Nickel Aluminium Oxide (NCA) and Lithium Titanate (LTO. NMC, LFP, NCA and LTO batteries cost $420, $580, $350 and $1005/kWh depending upon their thermal runaway characteristics, safety and service capabilities. Many utilities installed lithium ion battery banks, but due to degradation issue the flow type batteries are likely to overtake by 2020. 55 A flow battery (redox flow battery after reduction-oxidation), is a type of electrochemical cell where chemical energy is provided by two chemical components dissolved in liquids separated by a membrane. A flow battery may be used like a fuel cell as well as a rechargeable battery. The fundamental difference between conventional batteries and flow batteries is that energy is stored in the electrode material in conventional batteries, while in flow cells it is stored in the electrolyte. Conventional batteries store electricity in electrode materials whereas flow type batteries store electric energy in electrolytes. Zinc polyiodide flow type battery has energy density of 167 Wh/L compared to 233 Wh/L capacity of lithium iron phosphate batteries. In semi-solid flow type batteries the modeling may be done by solid-state diffusion for transport mechanism, contrary to earlier convection and advection techniques. 56 Vanadium cerium battery has large storage potential without any phase transition during redox reactions. 57 A redox flow battery has two separate electrolyte tanks. Transport mechanism for high current densities using different chemical species need more detailed research on next gen membrane/separator materials pointed out in literature. 58 Redox flow batteries yet might not compete lithium ion battery banks yet these will continue to be developed over time for gridscale applications. 59 Power plants, industries and buildings need electric and thermal energy storage systems. Flow batteries are used for 1kWh to 10MWh applications. According to DNV.GL the flow batteries are divided into three categories namely redox flow (most common), hybrid flow and membrane-less flow batteries. 60 Photovoltaic and solar thermal power plants require flow type batteries or molten salt thermal energy storage system for grid integration. 46, 49, 50 Thermal energy storage (TES) systems use sensible heat, latent heat and chemical reaction techniques to store heat energy for hours, days, weeks and months. An ultimate TES holy grail may store summer heat for winter and winter chill for summer in coming decades. 51 Sensible heat, the heat you can feel, may be exchanged by thermodynamic system in solids or liquids, without any change in volume and pressure. Water is a preferred medium due to abundant availability. Heat storage capacity in water is 10-50kWh/t, for 1 kW to 10 MW TES systems. Water sensible heat storage efficiency is 50-90% and cost 0.1-10€/kWh. Latent heat is the energy released or absorbed, by a thermodynamic system, by phase change at constant temperature. Phase change may occur from solid to liquid and liquid to gas or solid to solid. Common phase change materials (PCM) have 50-150kWh/t capacity for 1 kW to 1 MW TES systems for hours and months. Typical efficiency of latent heat TES system is 75-90% and cost of 10-50 €/kWh. 61 The thermal energy may be utilized to drive a reversible endothermic chemical reaction, storing the energy as chemical potential. Chemical energy storage methods include thermal chemical pipeline, heat of reaction and heat pumps. Chemical reactions have 120-250 kWh/t capacity for 10 kW to 1 MW systems. It has 75-100% efficiency for hours to days storage at cost of 8-100 €/kWh. 62 Photovoltaic power plants use batteries and solar thermal plants require some type of TES system to store heat for night operations or cloudy days. Suitable TES system for plants have been reported in literature. 63, 64 Energy storage is an integral part of modern renewable energy systems. TES technology is for heating and cooling applications in buildings, industries and power generation. 63, 65 A thermal energy storage system is essential for solar thermal system due to intermittency of solar energy. Phase change materials (PCM) can store steam for night operations. The LCOH for steam generation from a DSG collector using PCM storage at rate of 300$/m 2 is 43% cheaper than natural gas steam generation system. 66 Most of commercial parabolic trough solar thermal power plants use thermal oil as a heat transfer fluid at 400 C. Second generation direct steam generation (DSG) inside parabolic troughs heat up to 450 C at first stage and 550 C in second stage. Different TES options like steam accumulators, molten salts (MS), and phase change materials (PCM) are reported in literature. In a 6 hour storage study the PCM-MS was found 37% higher ratio than Acum-MS. 67 Common TES media may consist of water tanks, ice-slush, local earth, deep aquifers between impermeable strata, deep bedrock accessed by boreholes, shallow lined pits filled with gravel and water, eutectic solutions and phase-change materials. Commercial solar heating systems provide heat storage facilities varying from a few hours to several days. Longer TES period methods allows summer thermal energy storage to be used for space heating in winter. 68 Sensible heat of molten salt (MS) is also used for storing solar energy at a high temperature Molten Salt (MS) stores solar heat at higher temperatures in commercial solar thermal plants. 52, 53 Thermal energy can again be converted into superheated steam to drive turbine during cloudy weathers or at night when there is no sun. 69 The pimpedheat electricity storage (PHES), like pumped hydro system, is a reversible heat-pump system that stores heat as function of temperature difference between two heat reservoirs. Typical experimental heat storage systems, based on chemical reactions, may be salt hydrate technology. 70 
| FUTURE OF FOSSIL FUELS
Fossil fuels are a great sustainable energy resource. Fossil fuels have accelerated global economic growth, agriculture and prosperity. Two types of pundits oppose fossil fuels for two entirely different reasons. First group opposes fossil fuels due to climate change, global warming and air pollution. [71] [72] [73] Second group opposes fossil fuels due to oil peaking and fear of finite fossil fuels depletion over time in near future. [74] [75] [76] Peak oil theory failed after discovery of shale gas technologies and rampant rise of heat waves, arctic melting and hurricanes. [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] All schools of thoughts have general consensus on global energy transition to restore climate and switch over to alternative energy resources before thawing of all glaciers or depletion of fossil fuels. [82] [83] [84] Renewable and alternative energy resources also have environmental effects, but much lesser than fossil fuels. Biomass and biogas fuels burn to produce carbon dioxide still regarded as clean fuels due to their renewable nature. Human race has traversed a long journey from blood powered mechanisms to fossil fuels powered machines. Long journey from mire to fire and wire took millennia. Electricity (lightning) was over their heads and fossil fuels (eternal fires) under their feet. Fossil fuels are in fact solar energy carriers which stored million years older solar energies in the form of hydrocarbon bonds of biomasses.
Fossil fuels are buried combustible solid, liquid, gas and shale materials formed by anaerobic decomposition of decayed plants and animals under sustained heat and pressure in the earth's crust over a few tens of millions (65 million) to hundreds of millions (650 millions) of years. 85 Fossil fuels are basically ancient times solar energies stored in hydrogen bonding of carbon atoms. As of 2017, the world's primary energy sources consisted of oil (34%), coal (28%), methane gas (23%) that amounts to 85% of global energy consumption. 1 End of hydrocarbons is good for climate and bad for economy. Western countries discovered fossil fuels, invented drilling infrastructures and give subsidies to sustain it. American banks gave $650 billion loans to fossil fuels companies last year. However, European and American banks promised in UN Climate Summit 2019 to review their fossil fuels sponsoring policies. If banks implement these policies then death of $47 trillion assets of oil & gas industry (50% of global GDP) would be the consequence. Oil & Gas giants are afraid of millennials due to their divestment movement already reduce $11 trillion assets. 86 In 2016, European subsidy on fossil fuels was $55 billion out of which largest factor of $12 billion belonged to UK. 87 United States of America gives annually $20 billion subsidies to coal, oil and gas sectors. 88 To clean atmosphere the world needs carbon capture and storage industry twice the size of fossil fuels industry. Higher concentrations of carbon dioxides accelerate grain and fruit crops giving lower calories and nutrition corns and fruits. Renewable energy is a good initiative but it seems hard to harvest so much energy to replace fossil fuels. However, nuclear fusion and artificial synthesis are Lexus Nexus to rescue global energy systems. 12 Conventional fossil fuels, biomasses, nuclear and biochemical technologies are piling up air pollution, plastics, nuclear and biochemical wastes worldwide. Greta Thunberg like millennials are now really afraid of their future on planet. X-Gen leaders are still leading the world and opposing climate change theory despite seeing frequent heat waves and hurricanes. You cannot solve a problem with the mindset that created this crisis. Global warming damaged acacia and rosewood trees in Pakistan during 1998 to 2005 period. 89 Rampant rise in heat waves in Europe have started damaging trees in Germany. Dieback disease and bugs damage trees in months and years. Beetle infestation is turning German forests into tree graveyards to become fossil fuels for future generations. Tear gas and explosives are ruining the Kashmir Valley. Army cantonments on Siachen is exacerbating meltdown of glaciers. Forest fires and droughts force animals migrate into towns to attack human settlements.
Depleting reserves of fossil fuel quest for an accelerated development in new renewable energy system. Unfortunately, our existing educational programmes are meant for churning out good employee not autonomous thinker, [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] resultantly producing technology users but not innovators. We will have to strengthen our science and technology programmes and to make learners autonomous to overcome humanity issues. Moreover, Associate degree programmes and short diplomas are unable to foster thinking capacity, rather they can work well for day-to-day affairs like plumbing, cooking etc. Presently, the needs of the planet are serious and tangible efforts for grand energy transition and to cope up with critical issues. We will have to empower women also, particularly in developing countries for collective efforts to make this planet a place to live safely. 92,97-99
| Energy transition from fossil fuels to renewables
The fossil fuels are millions of years old blend of solar and biomass energies. Humankind in the last 200 years has increased its extraction and consumption rapidly, leaving fossil fuel reserves depleted and climate change initiated. According to British Ecotricity estimates "World consumes annually 11 billion tonnes of oil equivalent fossil fuels. Crude oil reserves are depleting at a rate of more than 4 billion tonnes a year at which rate our known oil reserves could run out in just over 53 years. If we increase gas production to fill the energy gap left by oil, our known gas reserves will also end within 52 years. When we step up production to make up for depleted oil and gas reserves, our known coal deposits could be gone in 150 years." Climate change awareness, divestment and energy transition initiatives show earlier rise of renewables and decline of fossil fuels. 100 Energy experts were aware in early 2000s; the hydrocarbon honey is ending sooner or later within 21st century. Shale revolution rebuilt the hope but climate change crisis discouraged use of fossil fuels even if it is available without carbon capture and storage facilities. 7, 101 Oil depletion and peaking protocols triggered renewable energy options. Power pundits and energy researchers started evaluating 100% energy transition alternatives to prepare road maps. 102, 103 Scholars, agencies and government bodies started discussing basic concepts how to ensure 100% energy transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy resources. Power and energy engineers started integrated energy transition modeling worldwide. 104, 105 A simulation modeling study by LUT University Finland and Energy Watch Group in Germany aiming 100% energy transition incorporating heat, electricity, transport and desalination promises zero emissions by 2050. It will end use of hydrocarbons as well as nuclear energy by 2050 and global energy mix system will consist of 69% solar energy, 18% wind power, 6% bioenergy, 3% hydropower and 2% geothermal energy. By 2050, solar and wind will supply 96% of power and energy production costs will decrease € 54/MWh in 2015 to € 53/MWh in 2050. 100% renewable energy systems will reduce GHG emissions from 30 Gt CO2-equivalent in 2015 to zero by 2050 and 9 million coal mining jobs will be replaced by 15 million renewable energy jobs by 2050. 106 This study has a room of adding role of carbon capture and storage (CCS) systems to carry on using fossil fuels or converting hydrocarbons into hydrogen without producing CO 2 to reduce some reliance on solar and wind energies. 107, 108 Energy transition from coal, oil and gas to 100% renewables is gaining momentum in United States. According to a recent study, U.S. energy mix in 2050 will consist of onshore wind (30.9%), offshore wind (19.1%), utility-scale PV (30.7%), rooftop PV (7.2%), CSP with storage (7.3%), geothermal (1.25%), wave/tidal (0.37%), and hydro power generation (3.01%). United Kingdom produced renewable power (29.8TWh) more than fossil fuels (29.1 TWh) in June, July, and August in 2019. Germany targets 100% renewable power by 2022 and complete phase out of coal power plants by 2038. Developing countries like Nigeria and Pakistan targeting 100% renewable energy by 2050. 109, 110 Developed countries may give more time to developing countries for 100% energy transition like use of CFCs under Kyoto Protocol. Europe and United States are supposed to take lead as they have polluted the planet more than all developing countries worldwide. 111 
| Barriers and challenges of 100% energy transition
Current challenge is not only to explore new avenues for future energy needs due to dwindling oil and gas reserves but also to find alternative technologies capable of mitigating CO 2 problem through zero emissions or using the random CO 2 in air as fuel-like photosynthesis process. Scientific wisdom has matured, and the challenge is great for scientists as well as statesmen. Global fossil fuel consumption is more than 75% and renewable less than 25%. Developing nations' energy mix, like 58MTOE of Pakistan, consists of coal (7%), oil (28%), natural gas (51%), hydro (13%), and nuclear (1%). Power sector energy mix of 26MTOE consists of oil (16%), coal (7%), gas (54%), hydro (28%), solar/wind (3%), and nuclear (1%). Pakistan has 100 000 MW solar, 50 000 MW hydro, 40 000 MW wind, 20 000 MW wave out of which hardly 6000 MW hydro, 1000 MW solar, and 1500 MW wind power potentially is being harnessed. Pakistan has 85 billion ton coal in Thar and trillion cubic feet shale reserves. 112 A power plan for Pakistan, as shown in Table 1 , may consist of 40% hydro, 12% nuclear, 36% coal with CCS facility, and 16% wind, wave and solar energies by 2050. Karachi to Gawader port areas can live on just wind, wave, and PV power.
World community has three decades to increase currently 20% to 25% renewable share in energy mix to 100% by 2050. Every country needs to make her energy transition plan roadmap due to availability of different energy resources. Iceland already uses 70% geothermal energy and many European countries like Finland, Sweden, and Germany use 38% to 48% renewable energy. Oil and gas peaking protocols and climate change fears have already hit hard to oil and gas companies by divestment initiative. An alternative fuel plan for Pakistan is shown in Table 2 .
Nobody is sure about fossil fuels ultimate recoverable reserves (URR) in earth. Academia, independent researchers, consultants, oil companies, and international agencies believe the conventional oil production assuming 4500, 4000, 3500, 3000, 2500, and 2000 billion barrels can peak by 2001, 2009, 2016, 2023, 2028, and 2034 depleting forever probably between 2050 and 2070 and definitely between 2070 and 2090. Almost 20% oil and gas researchers hold the oil production has already peaked in 2006 but 50% energy experts expect to peak by 2017. Russians generally do not rely on holism but recently they reported oil availability forecast down to end of this century on basis of their holistic system. 113 He expects oil production at rate of 4.2 to 4.5 billion tons till the late 2040s. It is matter of few decades earlier or later the oil is running out very soon. Even on holistic basis, the natural ecology implies end of hydrocarbon era to maintain climate change. There is a definite oil quantity in earth, which does not grow over time. It may be replenished very slowly through natural time taking chemical processes which cannot supply oil demand at our will.
| RECURRENT RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES
Seven renewable energy resources refer to wind, wave, water, wood, solar, tidal, and geothermal energies. Allnatural energy resources are intermittent in their origin. Solar energy drives all the rest of renewable energy sources except tidal and thermal energy sources. We need some type of storage to regulate renewable energy resources. Voltage rise in grid connected rooftop PV plants, voltage dips in wind farms and food or fuel option in biotechnology lead to dark side of renewable energy technologies. Renewable energy revolution has led to decrease of petroleum in global energy mix during 1973 to 2015 from 46% to 32% (−14%), increase of coal from 25% to 28% (+3%), increase of natural gas from 16% to 22% (+6%), rise of nuclear share from 1% to 5% (+4%), increase of hydroelectricity from 2% to 3% (+1%), fall of biomasses from 11% to 10% (−1%), and growth of renewables from 0.1% to 1.5% (+1.4%). According to experts, "A successful energy transition can be defined as a 100% substitution of fossil fuels by renewable energy, including hydropower and biomass, by 2050…The renewable share of electric power would have to increase from the current 15% to 20% (including hydropower and biomass energy) to 100%. The share of electricity in the global energy mix would have to increase from the current 18% to 100%. Total energy production would have to double since, at the current growth rate, demand for energy will more than double in the next 32 years.". 114 Delays may be attributed to physical obstacles (ie, Betts Limit in wind power), technical impediments (ie, rare earth metals and solar cell efficiency), and social constraints (ie, addiction to subsidies and attitudes). Solar parks and wind farms are built on arable lands and require more space than fossil fuels. Solar panels require 2.5 acres land per MW power whereas the wind farms require 50 acres per MW that is 20 times more.
However, wind farms create noise and NIMBY issues. Second obstacle is the renewable energy plants require 116 Renewable energy resources exist over wider swath of land than fossil fuels. There are a few countries having abundant oil, gas, and coal reserves compared to others. Sun, wind, water, wood, and geothermal energy is everywhere. Coastal regions have access to wave and tidal (ocean) energy sources. Oceans are 71% of earth surface. Offshore solar and wind plants can produce infinite electricity. United States of American alone spends several hundred billion dollars on health issues caused by fossil fuels. Iceland uses 70% geothermal energy, and South Africa uses 70% coal in their energy mix. Finland, Latvia and Sweden use 38%, 42%, and 49% renewable energy in their energy mix and rest of countries are planning to use 100% renewable energy by 2050. Global hydro, wind, and solar power generation capacities are 1292, 591, and 509 GW, respectively. Hydro, solar photovoltaic, wave, tidal, and wind energies are more suitable for electricity generation; solar thermal and geothermal for heating/cooling, biomass for both electricity and heating/cooling and biofuels for transportation. 65, 117, 118 Solar thermal collectors can be used to convert solar heat into power or heating/cooling. Various types of solar collectors are shown in Figure 1 .
| The bright side of solar energy
Solar and wind are two popular forms of renewable energy. Wind is in fact empowered by solar energy implicitly. The bright side of solar energy is that the solar panels can be installed in real agricultural farms as crops can grow under them. Rooftop solar arrays cool the ceiling and produce electricity. A 5 kW rooftop solar system may produce daily 20 kWh electricity. 119, 120 Nano grid owner may use 5kWh in his own home and sell 15 kWh to national grid. Waste land along motorways and highways can be used to produce solar power for charging electric vehicles. Large swaths of lands along railway lines and motorways can produce enough power to fuel the intercity transport. One installation may run for 2 to 3 decades that significantly affect GHG emissions. Switching to solar/ wind powers can brighten food, energy, and water nexus of all countries especially India and China in Asia. The solar energy can be harnessed to power street lights, trash compactors, grids, and even to create drinking water from the air and ocean. Solar power and heat storage technologies need to be cheaper. Solar energies need to be harmonized with water, agriculture, and local demands. PV roads project has failed in France that may be guideline for future installations. "The roadway targeted 790 kWh/ day but managed just 409 kWh/day in its first year of operation. It fell sharply thereafter due to damage, producing 215 kWh/day in 2018 and has slipped down to~200 kWh/ day in 2019.". 121 According to Vaclav Smil Earth absorbs solar energy in 1 hour more than the entire human population demand of one year. Earth's rotation and weather conditions limit the available continuous solar power. Polar regions have longer days and nights. Equatorial regions have uniform sunlight but clouds, pollutants, dust, and forest fires limit the availability. Annual sunshine hours may vary from 1200 to 4000 hours. Wind power is a clean energy yet power available from wind is much more limited than solar and deployment of wind farms on a larger scale could significantly raise temperatures over the Earth's surface, 0.54 C inside farm, as turbines change atmospheric flows. Clean energies, solar/wind, also come with environmental effects. Solar thermal and wind power plants affect local ecology by bird electrocutions. Maximum wind power conversion efficiency is 59% (Betz limit), however, actual efficiency is around 40% to 50%. A 1500 MW wind farm in Pakistan produces average 850 MW. Current U.S. power demand, if met with wind power, may require 12% of U.S. land due to 0.50 W/m 2 power density of offshore wind farms. The wind power has potential of causing energy or food crisis like food or fuel limit in bioenergy. Solar parks have 10 times more potential than wind farms. 122 Distributed grid-connected photovoltaic system play significant role as an integral part of modern grid, however, PV poses several challenges to power engineers. These challenges may include rapid output variations (ramping), daily output variability, effects on power quality (voltage and current harmonics), current "backflow," and a mismatch between PV output and end-users' peak demand. 25, [123] [124] [125] It requires grid-connected or on-site electricity storage to manage the challenges. First challenge is the rapid output variations (ramping) that occur as clouds pass overhead the grid-connected PV plants.
Ramping poses a serious problem to power planners and operators. Cloud edge effect, a lens phenomenon, increases insolation by 25% for a few to several seconds. Frequent cloud patches movements masking sun to PV plant modulates output with beating effects due to cloudedge effects. 126 Generally solar power increases in morning and wind power in evening. When local rooftop PV generation in network exceeds total demand there is service voltage rise issue on supply system. Distribution systems are designed for current flow from high to low side of transformer that may reverse, backflow, in rooftop integrated PV systems. PV generates more power in morning and demand peaks in afternoons. Wind power peaks in afternoons so do not need storage like PV plants. Backflow issue may be minimized by increasing onsite storage. Storage facility with Volt/Var functions can stabilize voltage and reactive power flows. 127 Variability in passing clouds affects volt/ var control, power quality, and utility operation. The impacts of moving clouds on PV plants may be analyzed by transient and dynamic studies considering behavior of inverters, loads as well as automatic voltage control devices over time.
To provide heat by avoiding global warming can be attained by utilizing solar energy for domestic hot water load is a wise option. 128 These days solar water heaters are popular for zero energy globally for hot water supply for residential dwellings. 129 Gravity-driven thermosiphonbased solar water heating system harnessing solar irradiation are reported in the literature for regions, where low sunshine is available. 130 Water heating systems encompass an evacuated glass tube solar collector for absorption of solar energy and a heat exchanger for transfer of heat to the load. 131 Carbon dioxide as a mediating fluid is getting attention in thermal systems due to its heat transportation characteristics. 15 Amongst natural refrigerants, CO 2 has promising properties for heat transfer and thermodynamics. 132 Numerous natural and synthetic refrigerants have been studied globally in solar water heating systems. 133 Use of a countercurrent flow heat exchanger combined with using CO 2 as mediating material is efficient method for heat transfer without damaging the environment. 134 A lot of work has been done to raise the thermal efficiency of a solar collectors and heaters. 135 Comprehensive studies are required for steady state and dynamic analysis of PV integrated system. Forest fires may trigger tripping, and DC sides are often not considered in models. Impact of tap changers, capacitors, and DG sources need to be considered. Frequent switching of LTC, capacitor banks, and voltage regulators affects reactive power flow that affects transmission and distribution system. Impact of distributed generation and PV and capacitors on the feeder line voltage is shown in Figure 2 . 126 High PV integration may lead to higher line losses on feeders and no-load losses in transformers. Moving clouds make a case of frequent tripping and closing of grid collected PV plants. Dynamic PV generation changes and role of voltage controlling devices paint a new picture of grid-connected PV plants. PV storage capacity may help operate the system in synergic manner during varying solar and wind power supplies as shown in Figure 3 . 136 Smart grid options, big data, impact of PQ on inverters, IoT devices, smart cities, electric vehicle charging, climate change, and weather forecasts may impose new constraints on grid integrated PV systems. Typical challenges of grid connected PV systems are shown in Figure 4 . 137 Smart inverters are expected to have functions like voltage ride through, frequency ride through, Volt/Var/W control, ramping, PF setting control, soft start, frequency-Watt control, dynamic current support, power scheduling, reactive power control, dynamic load control, and harmonic control features in AC/DC hybrid loads. Future challenges may include reverse power flows, voltage instability, frequency instability, line losses, thermal limits of lines, security of supplies, complex protection coordination, power factor issues, harmonics, telecom/ cyber security of DER, dynamic modeling of high PV penetration, forecasting, and dispatch and schedule problems. 138 We need wise wires, smart grids, and intelligent buildings to overcome energy crisis. Solar and wind are 84% of renewable power. Variable energy resources (VER) pose instability threats to power system. Solar, wind, and batteries are inverter-based resources (IBR), which are non-synchronous in nature. A power system balance challenge during high supply period is a new problem that may require curtailing wind or using gas turbine act as synchronous condenser. Utilities may enhance automatic generation control (AGC), wind and solar visibility, real-time transient analysis, and deployment of phasor measurement units (PMU). 139 A grid-connected rooftop PV system may consist of solar modules, on grid type inverter, voltage regulator, and related accessories. Smart grid technology is the state of the art technology to cope the power system. 119 Grid F I G U R E 2 Impact of PV on feeder voltage 126 forming inverter-based power sources (IBPS), solar, wind, and battery storage, may rise anytime to 50% to 60% of demand. System operators (SO) may face new challenges like congestions and contingencies they have just a few synchronous generators (SG). A virtual synchronous machine (VSM) with zero inertia may emulate PV plant. Rapid IBPSs integration in large interconnected power systems pose new challenges like low system strength, poor synchronous inertia, and black start capability. Conventional systems first start high inertia hydropower plants during black start. This feature needs to be incorporated in grid codes and standards. 140 Variable generation (VG) is rising in the interconnected power systems worldwide. Solar (184.3 GW) and wind (174.6 GW) constitute 99% of VG power and 9.7% and 9.2% of installed capacity in China. VG power was 359 GW at end of 2018 in China that was 19% of the installed capacity. Nonfossil power is targeted from current 41% in 2018 to 60% by 2035 in China. Large-scale integration of VG power will affect the grid. Power system planning issues like economic and security concepts will change. VG power is likely to reach to 1.3 to 1.4 TW by 2035. Daily fluctuations in VG power will reach 600 GW. It would reduce system's inertia and ability to respond to the grid's ability to respond to power system disturbances and swings. 141 Tubes and lamps deteriorate electrical power quality of low-voltage systems due to high current harmonic distortions (THD) and poor power factors (PF). 142 Distributed energy resources (DER) are on rampant rise in utilities. Rooftop PV is very common in almost all countries. DERs are impact bulk power systems (BPS). These impacts include T&D coordination and data exchange, visibility, controllability, and dispatch issues, DER ride through limitations and DER modeling. Future DER penetration, especially VG integration, poses threats. Integration of DERs in islanded grids were incorporated in IEEE Standard 1547-2018. DERs should have frequency control capability, minimum ramp rate, utility access to distributed PV (D-PV) behind the meter (BTM) and tripping of DERs under BTM faults. Rapidly rising levels of uncertainty and availability in D-PV requires long-term planning strategies. Today D-PV goes to 37% of daytime peak demand that will further increase in future. D-PV cause under/over frequency and voltage rise problems. Loss of D-PV during high-production season may cause serious under frequency conditions, causing tripping of other plants, leading to system failure. Battery energy storage system (BESS) can to some extent use high ramp rate to safeguard the grid during loss of D-PV. Utility rely on spinning reserves during D-PV losses. Under frequency load shedding (UFLS) in the presence of D-PV imposes additional constraints. Generally UFLS uses six stages between 59.1 and 57.6 Hz, with two kicker stages at 59.3 and 59.5 Hz. Rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) element may be incorporated between first two stages at 0.5 Hz/s. California has state mandate of adding 60% of renewable energy by 2030. New York plans to integrate 3000 MW of renewable energy by 2030. Integration of D-PV requires changes in transmission planning, operations, and forecasting methods. BPS are still important for reliability despite widespread integration of D-PV. 143 Transportation of energy over long distance from rural resources to costumers in urban areas needs technical, economic, and environmental concerns. 144 In Pakistan, PV system ≥5 kW, generating 20 to 25 kWh daily, hardly include batteries. Network operators have access to control voltage in distribution system to facilitate reactive power generation and consumption by generators. DC generators, PV plants, and sterling engines have little capability to supply reactive power during fault. Induction generators absorb lot of reactive power from grid. Synchronous generator wind turbines have potential capability to supply reactive power. Zero energy building, pentagon, in Norway produces 500 000 kWh electricity annually from rooftop solar park. The covered rooftop area is 3000 m 2 that produces photovoltaic electricity at rate of 167kWh/m 2 /y. However, Barclay Bank claims many people are unsatisfied with solar savings in United Kingdom. Solar and wind power sources are likely to outpace gas power plants within one to two decades. Environmentalists claim hydroelectricity disrupts ecology of rivers, damages forest, affects biodiversity, releases huge amount of green gases, disrupts agriculture and food systems, and deteriorates water quality. Human costs of large dams include water wars, displacements, cultural, and economic impacts. Any dam break incidence takes life of zillions. Water logging issues in area affect arable lands. Drilling for penstocks, cables, excavation, and finally silt filling change environmental dynamics. 145 Dams do not pollute air and water but affect land, plants, homes, and ancient sites.
| The dark side of the sun
The dark side of something means its hidden negative aspect. The dark side of the sun refers to dark side of intermittent renewable energy sources, global warming, and mass extinction during fuel transition actions. The sun is the ultimate source of energy in our universe. The sun fuses 600 million tons of matter into neutrinos, solar radiations, and four octillion watts of energy in every second. Solar luminosity increases 1% after every 100 million years. The sun has increased 30% luminosity in last 4.5 billion years and is likely to increase another 10% in next 1.1 billion years. This is natural increase in average temperature that may increase further by the greenhouse effect. The sun delivers light and heat energies to drive wind flows, rivers runs, and forests fosters. Impact of rising solar luminosity may cause global warming, droughts, glaciers thawing, hurricanes, and flash floods. Sun's fuel transitions during its life cycle from hydrogen to helium, helium to carbon, and carbon to neon, and other elements is shown in Figure 5 .
Star's life may vary from 10 to 15 billion years. The stars fuse hydrogen atoms into heaver atoms like helium, carbon, neon, oxygen, silicon, and iron. The nuclear fusion reaction shifts to helium or carbon after depletion of hydrogen or helium fuels. The sun shrinks to smaller size to raise internal temperature to ignite nuclear fusion on helium during first-fuel transition. The sun expands in size to equate the inward gravitational and outward explosive forces. This fuel transition happens long before ultimate death of the star. Solar expansion may increase temperature a level that does not allow life to sustain on the earth. The science of the sun is based on the fate of dead stars in space. Hydrogen fusion in sun gives off yellow light, while helium fuel gives off aquamarine, carbon azure, neon blue, oxygen magenta, silicon pink, and iron red color lights. Multiple color stars in NASA pictures show the type of fuel these stars use in their seven possible fuel transition states in their lives. Our sun is a medium temperature star and all stars make light of different colors because of their different temperatures. Cool stars shine in red or orange, medium temperature stars in yellow, and the hottest stars give off blue light. However, temperature level and photonic fusion results in white light in space around the sun. According to the Sun's Evolution, "In the end, the nuclear furnace at the center of every star begins to overheat. To put numbers on this, when the sun formed, 4.5 billion years ago, it was about 30% dimmer than at present today. At the end of the next 4.8 billion years, the sun will be about 67% brighter than it is now. In the 1.6 billion years following that, the sun's luminosity will rise to a lethal 2.2 Lo. (Lo = present sun.) The Earth by then will have been roasted to bare rock, its oceans and all its life boiled away by a looming sun that will be some 60% larger than at present. The surface temperature on the Earth will be in excess of 600 F . But even this version of the sun is still stable and golden compared to what is to come." The sun produces light, heat, and radiations by fusing hydrogen atoms into helium atoms. Hydrogen atoms also react with helium to form carbon and oxygen atoms. Hydrogen fusion into helium occurs at 15 million C, helium fusion into carbon and oxygen at 100 million C, and carbon fusion to higher elements at 650 million C. Hydrogen fusion produces lesser repulsive forces compared to gravity that keeps sun size smaller compared to helium and carbon fusions, which will swell sun size to earth. This seems to be scenario what Quran says the sun will come close to earth on Doomsday. Solar swelling will evaporate oceans and roast all forms of life on planet. NASA Space programs are a great service to humanity. Humans will the last species to on planet, who might migrate to another planet during this zillions years. Young children take more interest in space science than engineering and social science.
NASA should extend its training programs to foreign youngsters too who are inspired to contribute. It is time to globalize and internationalize space science and climate change studies. NASA should act as bee not fly to choose real nectar spread worldwide. First author spends 50% of free time on brainstorming various ways of inventing solar powered space vehicles to populate nearby planets. The sun is a luminous ball in sky empowering life on earth. The dark side of the sun refers to the solar flares, winds, and storms resulting in intense light, heat, and electromagnetic radiations. Solar sphere, during transition from hydrogen to helium and carbon fusions, expands to incorporate nearby planets. Our young sun can unleash giant superflare, large plume of charged particles, can knock out power grid, electronic systems and satellites. 146 Sun produces energy in one second more than 6 billion nuclear plants on earth can produce in one year. Photons in core take millions of years to reach the surface of sun from where the traverse 93 million miles distance to earth in just 8 minutes. Sun releases solar winds of 1 million ton of charged gases every second. Superflares in stars make them 1000 times more brighter staying for many days. Superflare radiations can deplete all ozone and its heat can turn winter day into summer day causing polar lights glow all around the globe.
NOAA observed a solar flare emanating from sun in 1999. Sun spots are followed by solar flares. Few days later millions of amperes current in power lines inflicted nine hours blackout in Canada. Six million people went without electricity. The only light in sky that night was punk glow of northern lights. These polar lights are caused by reaction of solar winds with oxygen and nitrogen atoms in atmosphere. Scientists in Colorado noted highfrequency communication failures in 2005 due to solar storms. Imagine the failure of mobile, satellite, TV, internet, and airplane communications. These radiations are dangerous for astronauts in space. Ozone layer in atmosphere can protect us against solar flares on earth, not in space. Intense solar flares are dangerous as much as gamma rays during nuclear explosion. The sun uses hydrogen as primary fuel. Hydrogen starts fusing into helium at 14 million degrees. When hydrogen runs out the explosive forces become lesser than solar gravity. The sun starts shrinking in size under gravity. When temperature in sun's core rises to 100 million degrees the helium atoms starts fusing into carbon and oxygen. Helium fueled fusion energy forces sun expand until balanced by gravity. The sun may swell out to mercury, Venus, and Earth. When sun runs out of helium star starts shrinking again. Carbon fusion starts when temperature in core reaches 600 to 700 million degrees. Carbon fusion will swell the sun again to swallow the remote planets. Carbon fusion is followed by oxygen fusion and nuclear fusion processes continue in big suns until heavier elements fuse with one another to form iron after which sun explodes into a white dwarf or black hole.
Solar flares have energies up to 97 Zeta BTU. Solar storms throw charged particles toward earth causing dancing polar lights. A solar flare produces a cloud of electrically charged particles may interfere with the Earth's magnetic field and can potentially short circuit electrical grids. However, it is possible to switch off grids as solar flare takes 8 minutes to reach the earth. Solar flares consist of heat energy, magnetic energy, ionizing radiation including X-rays and gamma rays. Thanks to protective sheath of atmosphere that absorbs all these ionizing radiations before reaching earth's surface. The sun is the ultimate source of energy on the earth. The earth receives 1.73 × 10 17 W energy in the form of heat and light against total demand of 18 × 10 12 W. The sun releases total 4.6 × 10 26 W energy into our solar system. Total energy of Milky Way galaxy is estimated to be 1.38 × 10 38 W. Assuming 100 billion galaxies in observable universe the total energy is estimated to be 1.38 × 10 49 W. However, total energy of cosmos is zero due to 50% positive matter and 50% negative gravity energies. 147 The vacuum energy is the underlying background energy existing in space of entire Universe. Vacuum energy effects include spontaneous emission, the Casimir effect, and the Lamb shift phenomena. According to Sean Carroll vacuum energy of free space is estimated to be 10 −9 J/m 3 , whereas Peter Milonni claims it to be 10 113 J/m 3 , and huge difference is referred to the cosmological constant problem. Einstein's cosmological constant is assumed equivalent to the zero energy. 148 The zero energy universe theory claims the universe emerged from quantum fluctuation of vacuum energy resulting in positive mass-energy balanced by negative gravitational potential energy. The vacuum energy may also be imagined composed of virtual particles creating and annihilating particle and antiparticle pairs. Energy of vacuum is infinite that may be measured as zero-point energy (E = 0.5hν).
Stephen Hawking hypnotized the existence of virtual particles near event horizon. If one particle goes into black hole then remaining part becomes positive energy. This nonzero vacuum energy accelerates the expansion of universe. This vacuum energy is sometimes considered basis of free energy machines.
Life existed on earth more than one billion years ago in the form of single and multiple cell species. However, life flourished from invertebrates to vertebrates on earth in Permian era 500 million years ago. More than 90% species have no spine even today only 9.9% swimming, walking, and flying animals have horizontal spine. Evolution of vertebrates in deep sea and tall mountains is called evolutionary leap. Backbone helped increase size of mammalians, amphibians and reptiles 200 to 300 million years ago. 149 Dinosaur evolved 240 million years ago, ruled planet for 175 million years and eventually died 65 million years ago by massive asteroid collision. 150 All vertebrates evolved from earth have horizontal spine. Humans seem to be aliens, who have vertical spines. 151 Darwin and Huxley in their great chain of being called the transition of animals into humans a Missing Link. 152 Evolution or creation is a long debate both sides unable to refute each other. Abrahamic religions believe in creation rest all in creation or evolution variably. This universe is 14 to 15 years old and our solar system came into existence just 4.5 years ago. Mass extinctions ended 70 to 90% species five times in past. Collision of subcontinent with Eurasia produced Himalayas in Asia and large-scale changes in rest of the world. Zillion years later tectonic shifts will transform land into a contiguous land mass. Along ago earthquakes shattered earth and buried plants and animal remains 1 to 140 km deep in earth. Sustained high pressures and temperatures converted upper layer fossils into coal, middle layer into natural gas, and bottom layers into oil. Fossils buried in 140 to 180 km depths were converted into diamonds that came on surface by volcanic eruptions. If you drill tens of miles deep hole in earth and film the walls with fiber optic coupled camera that would look like a valley of red, green, and blue diamond crystals. Diamonds rain on Jupiter and Saturn is also result of high pressure on gas planets. 153 Tectonic shifts and geological activities transfer minerals on earth's surface. Earth core has temperature as sun's surface.
Fossil records show the first mass extinction (Ordovician Extinction) killed 60% to 70% species on planet 445 MYA due to short intense Ice Age. Second mass extinction (Devonian Extinction) killed 75% species on planet 375-360 MYA due to oxygen depletion in oceans. Third mass extinction (Permian Extinction) killed 95% species on planet 252 MYA due to internal volcanic activities. Fourth mass extinction (Triassic Extinction) killed 70% to 80% species on earth 200 MYA due to global warming (thermal runaway). Fifth mass extinction (Cretaceous Extinction) killed 75% species on earth 66 MYA due to external asteroid impact. Now Earth is heading toward sixth mass extinction (Holocene Extinction) by fossil fuels combustion driven climate change and pollution. Ocean ecosystem takes two million years to rebuild after mass single mass extinction event. World community may differ on anything but has undisputed consensus on the fact that everything, which is born will have to die at the end of its life. Like plants, animals, and humans all the stars die-in about 5 billion years-our sun too. Once its supply of hydrogen is exhausted, the final, dramatic stages of its life will unfolds by expansion into a red giant that later tears its body to pieces to condense into a white dwarf or a black hole. When then sun will run out of fuel it will swell out to swallow the nearby planets. Earth's temperature will rise, oceans will evaporate, atmosphere will gush away into space and mountains may meltdown be red giant swallows earth. As the sun gets old potential risks will increase. NASA has sent Genesis to solar probe missions in space to understand sun. Sun's life is estimated by its sound pitch getting softer over time. 154 Solar heat will increase in future that aspect should be considered in climate change theories. Increase in heat by solar swelling will evaporate oceans and dry plants making it hard to drink and breathe. Food supply chain disruption will kill the survivors. At 1130 AM on sundial the temperature will rise to 160 F. Daylight heat would be intolerable only night time activities would be possible. Death valley in United States dried out 10 000 years ago due to climate change. Even if earth does not touch the sun due to return of sun there will be no air, water and food for the survivors, if any. Humans will either migrate to Mars or would be the last species to die on earth.
This might happen zillions years later, at the moment, there is no risk of large-scale catastrophe.
Climate change is occurring due to human activities worldwide wide. Heat waves are consequences of terrestrial climate changes and celestial bodies may also not be ignored. A superflare may wipe out electric grid, telecommunication systems, and satellites. Sun gives off light, heat, and radiations in his life by converting lighter elements into bigger elements from C to Fe and at end of life bursts as supernova, with heat equal to 4 billion suns, to form heavier elements from Fe to U. Scientists say if someone visits earth after one billion years then there would be no water, no plant, and no humans on earth. Earth's fate is destined to become Venus-like planet at the end of the day. Earth's climate and ecosystem is indirectly governed by the sun. When sun runs short of fuels, it will become first red giant then white dwarf. It is difficult to forecast where would go humans.
| Sun-inspired nuclear fusion
Stars produce light and heat energies by nuclear fusion. Nuclear fusion principle may be harnessed to achieve carbon free energy on planet. One liter of fusion fuel (water) can produce energy equal to 55 000 barrels of oil. Two cubic kilometer water can produce energy equal to all fossil fuels in planet. 155 Scientists understood nuclear fusion principle only one century ago. Nuclear fission is based on release of energy during splitting of large unstable atoms, and nuclear fusion is based on release of energy during fusion of lightest atoms to form bigger atoms. Public and private sectors in United States, Europe, Russia, Japan, and China are working day and night to harvest this holy grail of energy. United States spent $30 billion on National Ignition Facility, as shown in Figure 6 , which yet could not produce sustainable reaction.
In 1920, Arthur Eddington, claimed the stars produce energy by fusion principle. In 1938, Hans Bethe claimed the stars use hydrogen in fusion process to create light and heat. First test of hydrogen bomb using nuclear fusion was conducted in 1952. Russian facility Tokamak produced 10 million centigrade temperature, necessary to sustain fusion, in 1969 and 510 million C in 1982. In 1997, The Joint European Torus (JET) claimed 67% efficient 16.1 MW unstable nuclear fusion. ITER Members China, the European Union, India, Japan, Korea, Russia, and the United States are expecting 1000% efficient result in 2019.Major methods used for nuclear fusion include thermonuclear fusion, inertial confinement fusion, inertial electrostatic confinement, beam-target fusion, and muoncatalyzed fusion. Other principles include antimatterinitialized fusion, pyroelectric fusion, hybrid nuclear fusion-fission, hydrogen bombs (PACER), and bubble fusion (sonofusion). Idea of cold fusion was also invoked that could not sustain. Bubble cavitation on blades causes enough temperature to melt iron but not enough to sustain nuclear fusion. Marine species use this method to heat water to hunt the prey. Magnetic confinement toroidal machine experiments include tokamak, stellarator, reversed field pinch, magnetic mirror, spheromak, and field-reversed configuration. Open field lines experiments were plasma pinch and levitated dipole. Inertial confinement experiments involved solid-state lasers and Z-pinch. International thermonuclear experimental reactor (ITER) is the ultimate Holy Grail to be debuted in 2019. NIF publications show still hope of success in the future. 156 We have spent seven decades on testing different hypothesis to obtain sustainable fusion. More attention was given to hot fusion compared to cold fusion. According to Tsyganov, "In the ionized DH molecule prompt convergence occurs between the deuterium and hydrogen nuclei after replacing the only remaining electron by μ-meson, a process leading to DH fusion." In theory, the reaction of d-μ-p synthesis is possible. Cold nuclear fusion may open another route to infinite energy. In last three decades cold nuclear fusion processes have been developed in conductive crystals. 157 Current lot of nuclear fission reactors may deploy thorium in future. Global thorium reserves may run for one to two centuries. Traditional Rankine power cycles in water and helium cooled thermal plants may be replaced supercritical CO 2 cooled Brayton power cycle. 158 
| ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION
Environmental pollution refers to contamination of the physical/biological components of earth and atmosphere F I G U R E 6 National Ignition Facility (Copyright LLNS 1999) to an extent that the normal environmental processes are harmfully affected. Air pollution is assumed direct consequence of fossil fuels, but organic materials burning such as stubble burning in India during paddy season causes dense smog. Research shows 96% of homes have at least one or another types of indoor air quality issue. Everything from cooking to, dying your nails and blow-drying your hair can cause problems. We spend 90% of our times indoors, especially women and children, exposed to air that is up to five times more polluted than outdoors. That can trigger allergies and asthma affect child development disrupting sleep and more. Air quality monitoring business is expected to grow to $7 billion by 2024. Could monitoring the air we breathe become the next big health tech trend after the Fitbit (smart watch) or Impossible Burger (organic meat)? To "see" the air you breathe, there are three smart gadgets in market. These intelligent devices Awair Glow C ($79) to see pollution by color of light, Plume Labs Flow ($179) to feel outdoor pollution on bike and Airthinx IAQ ($699) to monitor fungi, dust, pollen, and bacteria in air. The Awair Glow C monitors humidity and temperature to give a reading of various chemicals floating around in the air. The Plume Labs Flow is a portable air quality sensor that monitors airborne chemical levels and particulate matter both indoors and out. It shows the levels of chemicals and nitrogen dioxide responsible for poor sleep to headache. The Airthinx unit monitors the temperature, humidity, and chemicals and also sniffs out the tiniest particles drifting through a living space. The Blue Pure 211 ($299.99) and Molekule ($799) air monitoring purifiers can help you set right fan and kitchen hood. Plugged in like a nightlight, a book sitting on a shelf, or a thermostat attached to a wall, these Wi-Fi and Bluetooth-connected gadgets monitor indoor air quality. 159 Level of CO 2 in atmosphere has reached 415 ppm, a point never seen in last three million years. The idea of rehabilitating the atmosphere to its preindustrial state isn't even mentioned in Paris Accord 2015. A new move on "Climate Restoration" of atmosphere is underway worldwide. Climate restoration requires direct sucking of giga tons of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases out of the air. It requires pulling 50 G tons (GT) of CO₂ from the air every year for at least 20 years. Today's annual emissions are 40 G ton that means in next 20 years net 200 G ton GHG will be removed from atmosphere. This goal will cost $3 trillion that is twice EU cost of $25 per ton of CO 2 . It would take $1.5 trillion to $10 trillion to overhaul the energy systems in next 10 years. 160 Air pollution by fossil fuels and water pollution by plastics affects humans and marine species. According to World Bank air pollution causes the global economy more than $5 trillion annually in welfare costs. 161 According to World Trade Institute, the plastic pollution causes annually 13% billion losses to marine species and half of that to marine industries. 162 Cost of water contamination is $4.3 billion in United States, which consists of 4% world population. At same or little lesser scale, the global cost of water contamination exceeds $100 billion per year. 163 Over three million people are annually hospitalized due to pesticide pollution. Soil pollution costs China annually $146 billion, at nearly same rate, soil pollution costs the world 1 trillion dollar. 164 Human and financial cost of air, water, and soil pollution is nine million premature deaths and $4.6 trillion economic losses. 165 Plastic is modern pollution, which did not exist before 1950. Plastics take centuries to degrade in soil and water. Plastics particles enter human and animal lungs through air, water, and food. World community annually produces 407 million tons of plastics out of which 13 million ton plastic enters oceans, which kill 100 000 marine species, and rest goes in drains, rivers, soil and air. More than 1250 million barrels of oil is used to produce plastics that is 4% of global oil consumption. 166 Pakistan alone produces 55 billion plastic bags, which are increasing at rate of 15% every year. Government of Pakistan has placed a ban on plastic production and use yet there are 8000 plastic factories where tens of thousands of people work. According to Jordan 87 000 tons of plastics are floating in Great Pacific Garbage Patch alone and there are four similar other gyres. EU plans to ban single use plastics by 2021 and 250 big brands like McDonald, Coco Cola, and Nestle by 2025. 167 There is lot of awareness literature on climate change yet many climate change executives really do not know difference between pollution and climate change. Chairman HEC claims to be climate change expert yet he has done nothing to include climate change mitigation or adaptation course in universities. Pakistan has climate change ministry, climate change council, and regulatory body yet output is zero. However, prime minister's 10 billion tree plantation is a good initiative for green Pakistan. 168 World community trusts Imran Khan as he has already planted 1 billion trees in KPK. 169 Air pollution is linked to diabetes, brain, and heart problems. It is increasing medical expenses and insurance costs. 170 Everybody is exposed to air pollution (smog), electromagnetic emissions (electro smog), and noise (aural smog). Smog is formed by mixture of smoke and fog, electro smog is formed by superposition of electromagnetic fields and radiations and aural smog is formed by blend of infrasonic, ultrasonic, and audible noise. Over exposure to smog, electro smog, and noise smog can ail us. There is no place on earth, which is free from invisible soot, electro or noise pollutions. The standards provide guidelines to keep the level of emissions within acceptable levels. The standards are revised time to time to minimize human exposure to pollutions and emissions. We all face smoke smog, electro smog, and aural smog everywhere. Birds in air face toxic air and radar electro smog; marine species face acid water and sonar acoustic smog; people on land face pollution, electro and aural pollutions. Smog and GHG emissions are curse of modern civilization. Fossil fuels provide 80% of energy, which drives the big wheel of economic development. Coal power plants provide 44% of electricity, which empowers computers, mobiles, and internet of things (IoT). Gasoline vehicles spew smog on roads and consumer electronics emit electro smog in homes.
Our lungs are designed to breathe natural fresh air composed of 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, and 1% rare gases. Combustion of fossil fuels produces invisible particulate matter from 0.01 to 100 μm range out of which PM2.5 μm and PM10 μm are considered health hazards. Atmospheric dust, soot, smoke, and smog particles range from 0.01 to 2.5 μm sizes. Combustion particulate matter (PM < 2.5 μm) is dangerous due to its capability to pass through lungs into blood streams. Bacteria, viruses, and allergens can also enter into blood through lungs. Oil smoke, fly ash, settling dust, cement dust, mold spores, and pollen lesser than 2.5-μm size can enter blood, but greater than 2.5 μm (>10 μm) may choke the lungs, nose, eyes, and throat. Pollen particles range from 10 to 100 μm size, which affect sensitive people in spring. Rampant rise in combustion of fossil fuels is cause of particulate matter in air. Cars and coal plants produce PM2.5 particulate matter (smog) and stubble fires produce PM2.5 as well as PM10 particles. Invisible smog level in India and Pakistan is normally in unhealthy zone (>50 to >150 μg/m 3 ), which increases to 350-750 levels during stubble burning in India and Pakistan.
NASA stubble burning satellite pictures show a few red dots in Pakistan and high density of dots in India. These dots represent stubble fires, which are cause of dense smog in November/October. Winter rains wash the smoke particles after which water fog continues. Ideal solution of smog is energy transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy resources and transport transition from gasoline to electric vehicles. Electric vehicles (EV), hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), and pure electric vehicles (PEV) have 2 to 3 times higher efficiencies than diesel vehicles. Electricity generation and transport sectors are the primary sources of smog the stubble fires just make the invisible smog visible by multiplying its density. Coal power plants, gasoline vehicles, and pesticides are the three pillars on which modern civilization stands. According to the union of concerned scientists a 500 MW coal power plant annually produces 3.7 million tons of CO 2 (=chopping 161 million trees), 10.2 k tons of NO× (= half a million cars), 10 k tons of SO× (sulfur range in coal 0.1 to 3.5%), 720 tons of CO, 500 tons of small particulate matter (PM2.5), 220 tons of hydrocarbons, 225 lb of arsenic, 170 lb of mercury, 114 lb of lead, 4 lb of cadmium and toxic metals in addition to tons of ashes. 171 CO 2 increases GHG concentration in atmosphere, SOx disrupts ecosystem, NOx and HC cause smog in air. All combustion products are carcinogenic by their nature causing different health problems at cellular (imperceptible) and physical (perceptible) levels. Combustion particulate matter smog is not the only pollution the society faces; our cells, ears and eyes, electro and audio smog in addition to visual smog of artificial structures. Burnt particles in air affect the nose and eyes; electromagnetic fields and radiations affect body cells; noise intensities affect ears and blood flow in veins; artificial lights affect eyes and psyche; and impure foods affect the taste. Evolution of sniff and taste loss is a new phenomenon. Our nose can smell minimum 2 × 10 −7 mg/m 3 material densities, tongue can taste down to 4 × 10 −5 M concentrations, eyes can see in range of 0.1 nL to 10 L light levels, ear drum can vibrate in range of 2 × 10 −4 dynes/cm 2 to 10 3 dynes/cm 2 pressures, brain can sense rotation in range of 0.2 to 0.7 and body can feel angular acceleration down to 0.12 /sec 2 . 172 Human brain is like a computer connected to outside world through cameras (eyes), speaker (ears), mike (tongue), smell sensors (nose), and touch sensors (skin). Average human size is 20ft 2 composed of 36 elements out of which oxygen (61%), carbon (23%), hydrogen (10%), nitrogen (2.6%), calcium (1.45%), and phosphorous (1.1%) are in high proportions than rest 30 elements. Human body derives energy food as well as from environment. Body IR emissivity is 0.99% and absorbity depends on color of skin. Dark skins absorb 75% light and white skins absorb 45% light. Human body temperature is 37.5 C, which starts feeling pain at 45 C. Cell is basic unit of life, which is composed of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, and phosphorous atoms. Atoms are not life-bearing materials but their combinations become living species. CO 2 is emitted from a life giving process, which cannot take the life. Humans, animals, and plants are three forms of life, which are affected by pollution smog, electro smog, and aural smog. 173 A plant uses 8 photons to fix one CO 2 molecule. Electric and magnetic fields in sleeping rooms should not exceed 5 V/m and 100nT (3mG). Natural flow of atmospheric current in human body is 4pA. The sun and earth produce electric and magnetic fields in nature as life-supporting facilities. 174 UV photons of 3.5 to 8 eV energies can damage DNA. 175 Electric fields at 30 cm distance from refrigerator, hair dryer, television, and oven are 120, 80, 60, and 8 V/m. 176 The magnetic fields at one foot distance from microwave oven, washing machine, portable heater, television, and hair dryer are 1-200, 1-30, 7-20, and 1-70mG. Magnetic fields of distribution and transmission lines are 1 to 70mG under line and 5-30mG at edge of ROW.
According to WHO, the exposure limits of PM2.5 smog are 10 μg/m 3 annual mean, and 25 μg/m 3 24-hour mean. Exposure limits of PM10 smog are 20 μg/m 3 annual mean, and 50 μg/m 3 24-hour mean. IEEE exposure limits of electric and magnetic fields at 60 Hz are 5 kV/m and 905μT. Exposure limits of continued noise are 85 dB and intermittent noise 140 dB.Electromagnetic fields and radiations due to mobile towers, Wi-Fi routers, smart phones, transmission lines, radioactive materials, and free radicals form electro smog. Electro smog causes electromagnetic hypersensitivity syndrome (EHS) as toxic smog chokes lungs. When you feel uncomfortable at work place or home the electro smog might be disturbing you. Change of place without any treatment may end your sickness. Cordless phones, microwave ovens, Wi-Fi, radar, Bluetooth, smart meters, iphones, TV, and radio signals are everywhere. Rampant rise in electricity has increased level of electric and magnetic fields in homes and offices. Our bodies feel internal activities at high levels when they exceed pain threshold. Electric, magnetic, and aural smog may be affecting enzyme activities at cellular level, which can show its biological effects after a long time of two to three decades. 177 The enzyme activity in animals, exposed to radiations, may change, but it disappears when they move away from source; however cellular activity may continue. 178, 179 Exposure to chronic electromagnetic radiations found in environment can affect animal immune, nerve, cardiac and reproductive systems. 180 Anthropogenic electromagnetic radiations are believed to affect wildlife, especially the species which use natural or their electric and magnetic fields for their survival. Insects as well as birds are particularly affected by electromagnetic fields. However bellbird chirps at 125 dB sound level in Amazon forests. Insects have several senses to forage, detect colors, and shapes. Bees can easily discriminate floral electric fields, but external fields may affect the pollinators. 181 Exposure to continuous low electromagnetic field has reduced number of house sparrows in Europe since last 15 to 20 years. 182 Human sensitivity to environ, electro and aural smog vary from person to person-like tolerance, patience, anger, shame, and insult. Telecommunication and electric power companies can force health authorities to concur on levels of electric and magnetic fields supporting their business. Oil companies knew the consequences of fossil fuel consumptions yet continued ignoring GHG emissions. Everybody knows the hazards of smoking yet the tobacco companies continue their business by printing health warning on cigarettes packets. Every country has its standards on noise pollution, yet cars are seen honking in streets. Many drivers in Islamabad blow horn to ask their families to open the gate instead of using mobile or electric bell. Cars, trains, firecrackers, and explosions cause noise smog on land and ships, sonars, and submarines cause acoustic smog in oceans.
Movement of large water tankers in streets do cause audible (100 ± 10 dB) as well as inaudible (150 dB) noise. Mix of audible (20-20 000 Hz), infrasonic (20 kHz-20 MHz), and ultrasonic (1-19 Hz) noises causes aural smog. Combination of tones, harmonics, and overtones creates noise. Audible noise affects ear drum and infrasonic noise pressurizes the veins taking blood streams in body. A started standing truck may cause your doors and windows to vibrate without any noise reaching your ears. Marine species use high frequency acoustic signals to communicate. Elephant thumps earth to create 200 to 300 dB infrasonic signal to communicate her community several miles away. It is called a silent thunder as lighting thunder creates 150 to 170 dB audible noise. Level of smog is always high in cities, authorities start taking actions when stubble smoke smog becomes visible in India and Pakistan during October/November, as seeing is the believing. Birds and animals migrate when pollution, electro or aural smog increase, humans can't due to border constraints. I can change home for noise at one place but cannot migrate due to smog and climate change. Electro and aural smog can be corrected through good governess but smog cannot be controlled due to its origin in neighboring countries. Europe, United States, and Asian countries are good examples for SAARC countries in South Asia. PM1.5 and PM10 should not exceed 35 μg/m 3 and 150 μg/m 3 in 24 hours. PM2.5 and PM10 reached 242 and 484 in Lahore on November 2, 2019. 183 The cause of smog is stubble burning by Indian farmers that flows into Pakistan by natural winds. 184 PM2.5 level reached to 388 μg/m 3 in Lahore on 3 November 2019. PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations reached 999 and 999 μg/m 3 levels in New Delhi at 7 AM on 3 November 2019. Actual levels of PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations might be higher the instruments do not record above 999. AQI of different pollutants are shown in Figure 7 .
Based real time monitor data shown above, the AQI for different pollutants in India compared to Pakistan are shown in Table 3 .
PM2.5 and PM10 AQI exceeded 999 in New Delhi on 3 November 2019 at 11 AM It is the highest level beyond which instruments do not record. Concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 pollutants around New Delhi are shown in Figure 8 .
India declared emergency in New Delhi when PM2.5 exceed 28 times the standard safe value on 3 November 2019. The pollution surge rises in India and after a few hours flows into Pakistan. Punjab government has banned burning waste in homes and factories in addition to fire kilns but has no power to control Indian farmers to stop stubble burning.
| CONCLUSIONS
Scientists warn against reliance on fossil fuels because of their natural depletion fears and GHG emissions prevailed threat. The end of fossil fuels is also likely due to oil peaking and market competitions against solar and wind power resources. Fossil fuels are becoming expensive due to rising extraction costs, and renewables are becoming cheaper due to fast falling fabrication costs. There is, however, a genuine worry about intermittent renewable energy resources that cannot replace 100% fossil fuels as base load. Power pundits calculate pressure differences, height differences, and thermal gradients well below the threshold, which is a bit over estimation of resources. Renewables at the moment are not coping well with annual growth in demand, let alone replace the 80% fossil fuel fed base load. Owing to intermittent nature of renewable energy resources some sort of energy storage facility may regulate smooth energy transition. Solar cells convert light into electricity on line. Photosynthesis process converts light into chemical energy and stores it in biomass that is food for living organisms. Current photovoltaic systems use lithium ion batteries and solar thermal system deploy molten salt systems for steam generation, which are likely to be replaced by flow type batteries and phase change materials. Energy experts guess the human civilization needs to harness nuclear fusion technology used in stars to get carbon free energy. Nature uses most economic methods as photosynthesis uses eight photons to fix one carbon dioxide molecule. Hydrogen drives the big wheel of nature. Hydrogen fuses in sun to produce light and heat that is harvested by plants on earth to drive food supply system. Plants store solar energy in hydrocarbon bonds, which converts to fossil fuels under high pressure and temperature conditions in zillions of years. Lexus nexus is nuclear fusion and fate of fossil fuels will be same as the fate of Edison's incandescent lamp. If carbon capture and storage technologies develop over time then fossil fuels will continue as long as economically available. The role of recurring renewable energy sources is vital for smooth energy transition from fossil fuels to 100% renewable energy resources within 21st century. Switching toward renewable by relying less on fossil fuels is the future of energy sector. This will not only supply energy to consumers, but also help to save the environment from pollution and emissions. Additionally, there is an immense need in the development of energy storage and transportation technologies for efficient energy supply.
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